SmartFlow Urgency color-coded Rx bags allow pharmacists to find any patient’s prescription bag quickly as it is hanging and no longer in cumbersome trays. SmartFlow color coded system allows orders to be filled according to patient urgency, lowering stress levels of all employees. Bags come in four colors:

- **Urgent** Red
- **Caution** Yellow
- **Relax** Green
- **Attention** Purple

- Hanging bags make it quick & easy to find a patient’s prescriptions & minimize the need for cumbersome trays.
- Free up horizontal work space & provide much needed organization.
- Pouches on front & back of each bag allows for easy storage & retrieval of pricing & auxiliary labels.
- Large metal clasps may be used to combine up to 3 bags for increased bag volume without the need for multiple sized bags.
- 3 year warranty on bags

**COLOR-CODED SYSTEM:**

Bag size 9” x 12” • 4 Colors Available: 1” stripe on all sides
4 MIL Heavy Duty Transparent Plastic • Front Pocket: 9” x 4.5” • Back Pocket: 9” x 3”

- **Red = Urgent!** Patient waiting. Fill 1st
- **Yellow = Caution!** Patient expected in 3-6 hours or unknown. Fill by order time.
- **Green = Relax** Patient expected the following day. Fill last.
- **Purple = Attention!** Bag may include expensive special order item or unusual issue.

**ORDER TODAY!**
1-800-325-6137
sales@drugpackage.com
www.drugpackage.com

**BUNDLE PACK (Best Value)** $450 ($2.25 per bag)
Includes: 200 bags, 4 colors (100 yellow, 40 red, 40 green, 20 purple)

**100 PACK** Single color $250 ($2.50 per bag)

**10 PACK** Single color $27.50 ($2.75 per bag)
**Free Standing Revolving Racks**
Floor stands are available with or without wheels, fitted with 3, 4 or 5 rings. Each ring is 20" in diameter and offers 5 feet of usable hanging space.

**Standard Wall Racks**
Racks are designed to fit the variety of HangUp® bag sizes. You choose Vertical Wall Mounts in lengths of 24", 36", 48" or 72". They support Rod Brackets 8" in depth. Rod Brackets hold 3/8" diameter steel rods. Rods are available in widths of 36" or 48".

**Deluxe Wall Rack Systems**
Racks feature 1/2" diameter aluminum frames that support 3/8" steel rods in widths of 36" or 48". The Deluxe Wall Rack can hold 4 to 5 rods. Rods hold 10 to 12 bags per linear foot.

---

**Measurement Guide for Standard Wall Racks**

**Vertical Wall Mount**
Choose One Length Below
- 24"
- 36"
- 48"
- 72"

**Rod Bracket**
Available in 8" depth only

**3/8" Diameter Steel Rod**
Choose One Width Below
- 36"
- 48"